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FERRETTI YACHTS 920 DESIGN CONCEPT 
 

STAIRWAY TO THE SEA 
 

Originality and excellence are the keywords with which Ferretti Yachts decided to tackle the segment of vessels 
measuring up 90 feet. As a pioneer, Ferretti Yachts 920 was created with a clear intent: to redesign the rules of its 
category. 
New hull geometries, a new wide body superstructure, a modular layout with RPH, 4 or 5 cabins and submersible 
platform. A new way of conceiving the interiors of the main and lower decks, to provide customers with maximum 
comfort and relaxing experience. These are unique design and style solutions for this category, borrowed from the 
navigation experience of the mega yacht. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 

PROFILE 

FLYBRIDGE 

COCKPIT 

MAIN DECK INTERIOR – SALON 

MAIN DECK INTERIOR – MASTER CABIN 

MAIN DECK EXTERIOR – BOW AREA 
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LOWER DECK – CREW AREA 
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SPEED(knots) 
Maximum speed 
Cruising speed 

 

RANGE 
Maximum speed 
Cruising speed 
 
MAIN SIZES  
Loa = overall length (standard ISO 8666) 

Lh = Hull length (standard ISO 8666)  

Lwl = waterline length (boat fully laden)  

Maximum beam                                                                                                

Depth under propellers (boat fully laden) 

Displacement unladen. 

Displacement laden. 
Maximum number of persons on board 
Navigation category 
Certification modules 
 
 

 

 

ENGINES Standard 

2 x MTU 12V 2000 

M96L  1948mhp 

26,5  knots 
 23        knots 

320 n.m. 
360 n.m. 

310  n.m. 
350  n.m. 

28  knots 
24  knots 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

  
28,49 m - 93 ft. 6 in. 

 23,98 m - 78 ft. 8 in. 

 22,34 m - 73 ft. 4 in. 

   6,78 m - 22 ft. 3 in. 

  2,20 m - 7  ft. 3 in. 

85 ton. - 187393 lb. 

 98 ton. - 216053 lb. 

20 
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 B + F + Aa (Sound Emission) – RINA S.p.A. 
 

OPT 

2 x MTU 16V 2000 

M86  2217mhp 

OPT 

2 x MTU 16V 2000 

M96  2435mhp 

30  knots 
26  knots 

300  n.m. 
340  n.m. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 

Hull type: warped hull with spray rails and aft deadrise 

H = Overall height from keel to rollbar 

Ht = Minimum transport height from keel  

P1 = Pulpit  

P2= Aft Platform 

Fuel tank capacity   

Water tanks capacity 

 
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

The performance is estimated at the following conditions:   

standard version displacement of the yacht: 

at 1/3 of load, clean hull, 25°C air temperature  
good weather conditions, 4 persons on board 

 
Overloading the yacht by:  

Top speed decreases of: 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

12,3’ 

8,82 m - 28 ft. 11 in. 

6,67 m - 21 ft. 11 in. 

2,36 m - 7 ft.9 in. 

2,16 m. - 7 ft.1 in 

9000 lt. - 2378 US gal. 

  1320 lt. - 349 US gal.  

89,33 ton - 196946 lb. 

2 ton. -  4409 lb 
  1knot 
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SPORTY ELEGANT DESIGN  6 



PROFILE 

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

❹ 

❺ 

1. Wide Body superstructure with master cabin on main deck. 

2. Two alternative layouts (4 or 5 cabins) 

3. Hardtop version with an electric sliding curtain, glass top or shading blades. 

4. RPH design with direct access to flybridge. 

5. Bow area with sunpad and C shaped sofa, adjustable table. 
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FLYBRIDGE - STD VERSION (A) & OPT VERSION (B,C,D) 

❶ 

❷ 

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

❶ 

❷ 

B C D 

STD version A 
1. L shaped wet bar 

 
OPT version B 
1. L shaped wet bar  
2. Storage 

 
OPT version C 
1. L shaped wet bar  
2. Storage 
3. AFT american grill 

 
OPT version D 
1. Double C shaped sofa with 

double teak table 
2. Wet bar 

A 

❶ 
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FLYBRIDGE - STANDARD VERSION (A) 

❶ 

❸ 

❺ 
❻ 

❹ 

❷ 

Flybridge 52,4 m² 
 
FY920 has 4 flybridge layouts for different needs of customers, with 
different kinds of configurations and space to provide customers with 
maximum comfort and a connection to nature. 
 
1. Access to the cockpit through GRP and teak steps. 

 
2. Aft pleasure area. 

 
3. L shaped wet bar. (sink, storage space, fridge 50lt, electric cooktop 

230V with cover). 
 

4. Big C shaped sofa and table in teak. 
 

5. Port side double seat (1566mm x 633mm). 
 

6. Flybridge helm station with double seat (1566mm x 633mm). 
 

7. Access to the RPH 
 

8. GRP hard top with fixed glass roof. 
 

❽ 

❼ 
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SOFA - RODA DOUBLE 

Flybridge 38 m² 
 
The flybridge of FY780 has very spacious space and free standing furniture 
to provide customers with maximum comfort, sense  of freedom and 
natural. 
 

RODA  DOUBLE 
 
 

DOUBLE is an articulated and “total outdoor” seating system designed to recreate in the outside the sensation of 
relaxing and the exclusive atmosphere of an indoor living space. 
 
Together with form, matter is the protagonist of DOUBLE: aluminum, which has been chosen for its strength and 
lightness, has been dressed in a soft and multi-layered upholstery, combined in its turn with a 3D net available in 
several colours. 
 
Hence the name of the collection: DOUBLE as “double face” because the sofa may be presented “undressed” in its 
mesh-like skin or be “dressed” in fabric, choosing an upholstery cover from a sumptuous selection of fabrics in a vast 
colour palette and appealing patterns. The hydro draining technology of the paddings and the presence of the 3D net 
allow the sofa to stay always in the outside, assuring an optimal water draining and a quick dry of the product. 
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SOFA - RODA DOUBLE 

Description 
Outdoor sofa system 
 
Structure 
Aluminum coated with a polyester paint; 304 stainless steel hardware; 
adjustable feet. 
 
Padding  
Made by three different types of open-cell polyurethanes enclosed in a 
3D net; the padding is fixed to the structure by elastic belts in synthetic 
rubber. 
 
3D net 
The structure and upholstery are completely covered with a 100% 
polyester three-dimensional net. Owing to its particular technological and 
aesthetic properties, this 3D net enables the modules to be used without 
traditional upholstery covers. 
 
Covers  
Made with outdoor fabrics; with filtering profiles. The sofa is completely 
removable. 

STRUCTURE 

DIMENSIONS 
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FLYBRIDGE  12 



FLYBRIDGE - WET BAR  13 



WET BAR UNIT – PERSONALIZATION OF THE WORKTOP 14 



TEXAN ELECTRIC GRILL + INDUCTION HOB 15 



RAISED PILOT HOUSE 

❶ 

RPH: 5 m² | Height: 1,98 m 
 
RPH provides 100% separation of the wheelhouse from the main deck 
living area, provide more space for the main deck. 
 
1. Automatic pilot unit with touch screen and leather pilot seat.  

 
2. Access to the main deck  

 
3. Leather sofa 

 
4. Access to the flybridge  

 

❷ 

❸ 
❹ 
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MAIN DECK - COCKPIT 

Cockpit: 21,6 m² 
Garage: 11 m² 
Beach area: 6,4 m² 
 
Ferretti Yachts always follow the concept of the technology centering on 
the needs of customers. FY920 offers 2 cockpit layouts to ensure the 
different needs of clients, the wide cockpit dining area; The submersible 
platform in open mode can transform to an aft beach area. 
Semi floodable garage can hold a sportjet tender 400. 
 
1. Semi floodable longitudinal garage for Williams sportjet tender 400 

(no needs crane) 
 

2. Beach area 
 

3. Submersible platform 
 

4. Wide cockpit dining area with 2 versions. Large bench with teak 
table and 5 chairs or short bench with free standing teak table and 8 
chairs. (3791mm x 1512mm) 
 

5. Walkway width 550 mm.  
 

6. Access to the engine room from port side walkway. 
 

 

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

❹ 

❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻
❼
❽
❾
❿ 

❺ 

❻ 
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COCKPIT 18 



COCKPIT 19 



GARAGE TRANSFORM 

Piovting transform opening  System slide down to create the beach area 

Platform down submerged in to the water Easy tender launching 
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BEACH AREA 21 



❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻
❼
❽
❾
❿ 

MAIN DECK INTERIOR - SALON  

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

Main salon: 29,7 m² (Dining area include) | Height: 2,03 m  
Galley: 6 m² 
 
Fully spacious separated salon with dining area dedicated to owner and 
guests. Private access to RPH, crew quarter separated from the guest 
living area, for the maximum privacy and comfort.  
 
1. Salon. Fully separate salon dedicated to owner and guests. Leather 

sofa with chaise longue and coffee table. TV LED 40’’ or equivalent.   
 

2. Dining area. 8 chairs; China tableware, glasses and stainless steel 
cutlery for 12; Extendable dining table 2000x1000mm. 
 

3. Galley. Ceramic cooktop (work tops 1330x580mm); Dishwasher; 
Extractor fan with external outlet 230V; Side by side fridge 200lt and 
freezer 67lt 230V (24V through inverter); Flexible power outlet 
system; Manual side exit door.  
 

4. Dayhead. 
 

5. Sidewalk wide 530mm 

❹ 
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GALLEY- FLEXIBLE POWER OUTLET SYSTEM   23 



❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻
❼
❽
❾
❿ 

MAIN DECK INTERIOR - MASTER CABIN 

❶ 

❷ 

❸ 

Master cabin: 25,6 m² | Height: 2,03 m 
Master head: 6,5 m² 
 
Thanks the RPH and Wide Body layout, the full beam Master cabin 
positioned on the main deck with spacious volumes, and far from the 
galley, keep the maximum privacy and silence. Provide maximum space 
for guests on the lower deck. 
 
1. Master cabin. Double bed; Bedside table x 2 with drawer; TV LED 

32’’ or equivalent; Underbed storage. 
 

2. Walk - in wardrobe with hanging rail, shelves, mirror. 
 

3. Master head. Cabinet with shelves and drawer; Electric ceramic WC 
and bidet separated by sliding door; Lockers with shelves; Roll-up 
waterproof curtain for shower window; Shower with glass door, 
bench, locker with shelves, glass wall; Washbasin column in marble. 
 

4. APAC version. In the APAC version, as Asian customers’ culture and 
habits dictate, there is no Master Cabin on the main deck, and the 
area will be transformed to a big private salon with door and a 
forward head. Guaranteing the maximum privacy and comfort 
experience. 
 

❹ 
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❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻
❼
❽
❾
❿ 

MAIN DECK INTERIOR - MASTER CABIN 25 



MAIN DECK EXTERIOR - BOW AREA 

Bow area: 16 m² 
 
Very impressed bow area, offers the closeness to nature and the gentle 
pace of living experience. 
 
1. Sunlounge pad at bow with sunbathing cushions. (2500 x 2280mm) 

 
2. Bow bench with 4 sofas. Two side sofas can be converted into 2 

sunpads.  2 x (1393 x 640 mm) and 2 x (1496 x 1017 mm) 
 

3. Two separate coffee tables 
 

❶ 

❷ 
❸ 
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BOW AREA 27 



LOWER DECK - GUESTS AREA 

Guests area total: 37 m² 
 
Thanks to the RPH and master cabin on the main deck layout design, the 
lower deck has sufficient space for the guests area, and offers 2 different 
layouts. Guarantee the maximum comfort and privacy to the guests on 
board. 
 
4 Cabins Version  
1. VIP cabin (no.1) at stern with private head. Bedside table x 2 with 

drawer; Double bed; Hull window with stainless steel openable 
porthole and roll-up cover; Leather upholstered headboard; TV 
outlet; Underbed storage; Walk-in wardrobe with hanging rail and 
mirror.  

2. VIP cabin (no.2) at port side with private head. Bedside table x 2 
with drawer; Double bed; Hull window with stainless steel openable 
porthole and roll-up cover; Leather upholstered headboard; TV 
outlet; Natural ventilation under bed and underbed storage; Walk-in 
wardrobe with hanging rail and mirror. 

3. Guest cabin at starboard side with private head. Separate beds and 
bedside table with drawer; Hull window with stainless steel 
openable portholes and roll-up cover; Leather upholstered 
headboard; Natural ventilation under bed; TV outlet; Wardrobe with 
inside mirror. 

 
5 cabins Version 
1. VIP cabin (no.1) at portside of stern with private head. 
2. VIP cabin (no.2) at port side with private head. 
3. Guest cabin(no.1) at starboard side. 
4. Guest cabin (no.2) at starboard side of stern. 
5. Guest head x1 shared by two guest cabins. 

❶ 

❷ ❸ 

❹ 

❺ 
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LOWER DECK - CREW AREA 

❶ 

❷ 

❸ ❹ 

Crew area: 20,9 m² 
 
Thanks to the RPH and master cabin on the main deck layout design, the 
lower deck has sufficient space also for the crew area, total 5 crew berths 
( 4 for crew + 1 for captain.) in 3 cabins. 
 
Crew Area 
1. Crew mess with L shaped sofa and table. 
2. Captain cabin with private head. Big single bed and bed side table; 

Stainless steel openable porthole; Storage underneath bed; 
Wardrobe; 

3. Crew cabin at port side with pullman bed. Stainless steel openable 
porthole; Wardrobe. 

4. Crew cabin at starboard side with pullman bed. Stainless steel 
openable porthole; Wardrobe. 
 

5. Access to the engine room from port side walkway. 

❺ 
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Shaft line transmission 

Trim Interceptors 

Bow thruster 57,5 hp  

Main generator 27 kW 

2 x Automatic Battery charger 24V  

Water maker 130 lt/h 

Water heater 230V 150lt 

Blackwater tank 600 lt 

Automatic system for discharging greywater   

LED lights 

OPTIONAL FEATURES 

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES 

STANDARD FEATURES  

 

Seakeeper or Zero speed fins 

Water maker 180 l/h 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 
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144 

96 

TOTAL SURFACE INTERIOR 

TOTAL SURFACE EXTERIOR 

126 

83 

TOTAL SURFACE INTERIOR 

TOTAL SURFACE EXTERIOR 

+18 

+13 

FY850 -- MAIN SURFACES  (m²) -- FY920 

TOTAL SURFACE SQM 

83 

96 

FY850

FY920

TOTAL SURFACE EXTERIOR 

FY850 FY920

126 

144 

FY850

FY920

TOTAL SURFACE INTERIOR 

FY850 FY920
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REGIONAL OFFICES 

HEADQUARTERS 

Ferretti S.p.A. 
Via Ansaldo, 7 

47122 Forlì (FC),Italy 
Ph: (+39) 0543-787511 
Fax: (+39) 0543-473069 

Ferretti Group of America LLC 
1445 SE 16th Street  Ft. 

Lauderdale, FL 33316 - USA 
Ph: (+1) 954-462-5527 
Fax: (+1) 305-6351388 

Ferretti Group Asia Pacific Limited 
Gloucester Tower,The Landmark,   

15 Queen’s Road Central,  
Hong Kong - China 

Ph: (+852) 37131000 Hong Kong 
Ph: (+86) 2163735258 Shanghai 
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